Authorship attribution has a range of applications in a growing number of fields such as forensic evidence, plagiarism detection, email filtering, and web information management. In this study, three attribution techniques are extended, tested on a corpus of English texts, and applied to a book in the New Testament of disputed authorship. The word recurrence interval based method compares standard deviations of the number of words between successive occurrences of a keyword both graphically and with chi-squared tests. The trigram Markov method compares the probabilities of the occurrence of words conditional on the preceding two words to determine the similarity between texts. The third method extracts stylometric measures such as the frequency of occurrence of function words and from these constructs text classification models using multiple discriminant analysis. The effectiveness of these techniques is compared. The accuracy of the results obtained by some of these extended methods is higher than many of the current state of the art approaches. Statistical evidence is presented about the authorship of the selected book from the New Testament.
INTRODUCTION
Authorship attribution is the problem of identifying the author of an anonymous text, or text whose authorship is in doubt 1 . The techniques of authorship attribution have a range of applications in a growing number of fields such as forensic evidence, plagiarism detection, email filtering, and solving literary debates where authorship is disputed. Due to the vast repositories of electronic text that have become available on the Internet recently, an application of growing interest is web information management. In this field, authorship attribution techniques are beginning to play a role in areas such as information retrieval, information extraction, categorizing documents in large repositories by their author, and question answering 2 . Despite the range of techniques developed, there is little consensus as to which is the most effective and a higher level of attribution accuracy is required for many of the aforementioned applications. The widespread use of electronic media means there is a need for accurate computerized techniques.
Data mining is an information extraction activity that uses a combination of statistical analysis, machine learning, artificial intelligence and modelling techniques to infer rules that allow the prediction of future results. Artificial intelligence attempts to apply human-like thought processing to statistical problems. Machine learning is a combination of artificial intelligence and statistics that allows computer programs to infer relationships from data.
Stylometry attempts to define the features of an author's style and to determine statistical methods to measure these features so that the similarity between two or more pieces of text can be analysed 3 . Authors have both conscious and subconscious aspects to their writing. Nearly all experts of literary style postulate that style is dictated by the subconscious aspects, which are more consistent and measurable, and form a unique fingerprint of a writer's work.
Combining these ideas about measurable aspects of style and data mining techniques, the approach to authorship attribution taken in this study involves firstly measuring and quantifying the subconscious aspects of writing style, then applying statistical and data mining techniques to these measures in order to detect authorship. A number of extensions, previously unexplored, are made to existing techniques. The accuracy of the results obtained by some of these extended computerized techniques is higher than many of the current state of the art approaches. Significant statistical evidence is presented, here, on the traditionally debated authorship of The Letter to the Hebrews.
WORD RECURRENCE INTERVAL BASED METHOD

Extraction of word recurrence interval measures
Description
Word recurrence interval (WRI) is the term used to represent the number of words between successive occurrences of a keyword. For example, in the phrase "the cat sat on the mat" the word recurrence interval for the keyword "the" is three as there are three words between the two occurrences of the word "the". For the purpose of this study, a keyword is defined as a word that appears in a text more than five times. Upon extraction of a set of keyword WRIs, { } k x x ,....., 1 , the scaled standard deviation of these is computed using the following formula.
( )
The motivation for using the scaled standard deviation is to eliminate the dependency on word frequency when characterising word distributions thus capturing a characteristic of authorial style different to the frequency of word usage that was previously examined. This process is repeated for all keywords within a text, resulting in a set of scaled
The n σˆare ranked in order of magnitude and then plotted against log 10 (rank).
Hence the n σˆ values that are compared graphically are not necessarily for the same underlying keyword. This technique was introduced by Ortuno et al. 15 .
Results and conclusions
This technique was applied to a variety of English texts of known authorship to examine its effectiveness in capturing style characteristics. Two of the resulting plots are shown below. The plot suggests that WRI may have captured some of the style differences between the works of Carroll and Wilde. It appears that the works of Carroll have a generally greater slope and are coincident with each other for a greater length of the plot than the works of Wilde. However, this is a rather subjective analysis and the discrimination between the authors is not particularly obvious or convincing.
Other tests, using different texts or authors, contradicted the conclusion that WRI may have captured some of the style differences between the authors. An example is given in Figure 1b . In this plot the texts by Charles Dickens (A Christmas Carol and Oliver Twist) are quite dissimilar as are the works of Thomas Hardy (Noble Dames and The Romantic Adventures of Milk Maid). For most of the length of the plot, it seems as though Dickens' A Christmas Carol and Hardy's the Romantic Adventures of Milk Maid are nearly coincident. This suggests that either the standard deviation of WRI is somewhat inconsistent in characterizing style and attributing authorship or that stylistically confusing texts have been encountered. The conclusions reached are that the plots of standard deviation of WRI are affected by the length of the text which should be controlled for and that these plots tend to be inconsistent indicators of authorial style under subjective visual analysis. This motivates a quantitative analysis of the WRI measures, which is undertaken in the following section.
Chi-squared analysis of WRI measures
Description
Using the previously described method a set of scaled standard deviations of WRIs is generated for words common to all texts in the selection. These words are ranked in descending order according to the maximum of the product σf for a given common keyword, where f represents the frequency or the number of times the word occurs in a text. A selection of these words is then taken with a high standard deviation and statistical significance. Having obtained the keywords, sets of variances of the keyword WRIs, { } χ indicate similarity between word distributions in texts. 
Results and conclusions
TRIGRAM MARKOV MODEL METHOD
Markov chains are used in a variety of areas in mathematics and engineering. They have also been widely used in linguistics and speech processing 12 .
In the fields of linguistics and speech processing, Markov chains have been used mainly in stochastic text generation, which can be applied to spelling correction, handwriting recognition and most recently mobile phone texting 13 . Previous studies have shown Markov chains are a useful tool in determining text authorship 12, 14 .
Description of method
A Markov model assigns probabilities to all sequences of words using the memoryless assumption that each state in a process is dependent only on the previous state. Third-order models, known as trigram models, are based on the assumption that word occurrence depends only on the immediately preceding two words. Defining processes by state transitions, the memoryless property simplifies calculations, thus increasing the ability to analyze such processes.
Previous studies have encoded states as single characters or letters 12, 14 . Such a model assumes that each letter or character in a text is dependent on the letter or character preceding it. Extending this idea by using the fact that lexical or token level measures are effective in characterizing authorial style, words were chosen as the states of this model. Trigram model states (trigrams) are encoded as pairs of words. For a vocabulary of two words-'a' & 'b' there are four states 'aa', 'ab', 'ba' and 'bb'. The probability of the transition from aa to ab is P(ab | aa) = P(b | aa). With a vocabulary of n words, there are 2 n possible states. The exponential nature of the state space has serious implications on the ability to process transition probability measures.
A key decision is how to use the state transition probabilities to determine text authorship. The entropy method used by Khmelev 12 was chosen as it has previously been applied to text authorship detection and is relatively simple. It is an approximation of the exact regeneration probabilities and calculated as follows. Let The best estimate of the author of text x is author X, where
Results and conclusions
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this technique the same large corpus of English fictional texts was used. For convenience the authors are labeled A, B, C, H, R and Z corresponding to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, B. M. Bower, Charles Dickens, Henry James, Richard Harding Davis and Zane Grey respectively.
Three different tests were performed on these data. The first test included punctuation and words with letters of different cases. For the second test, all punctuation was removed from the texts and all letters were converted to lower case prior to classification. For the third test all punctuation and any words that were not entirely in lower case were removed from the texts prior to classification. These tests allow comparison with Khmelev 14 , who used similar tests with single letter states. If a text was correctly classified it was given a rank of one, if the true author was predicted as the second most likely candidate the text was given a rank of two and so on down to the worst case misclassification scoring a rank of six. The closer the ranking of a text is to one, the more accurate the authorship attribution technique has been.
Initially one text from each author was selected as the texts of known authorship used for training the classification model with which the remaining texts were classified. The average ranks given to the texts classified are shown in Figure 2a . By chance alone (assumes the classification procedure has no authorship attribution ability) there is an equal probability of a text being attributed to any of the authors. This probability is 1/6. Using the ranking system, the expected average rank, R, produced by chance is equal to 3.5. From the results above, even though a training set of only one text from each author has been used to construct the classification model, its accuracy is higher than chance for most tests. Overall the classification accuracy using this one text as training data was 41.0%. Using a different text as training data gave a classification accuracy of 45.1% making the average accuracy for one text training data 43.0%.
The size of the training set was increased to four and then 12 texts from each author, which were concatenated and used as the training text (control text). Two random samples were taken for each training data size and the accuracies found on each sample averaged. As an example, the resulting ranks for one of the samples of 12 texts per author training data are shown above in Figure 2b .
The average classification accuracy (correct classification on first prediction) for all tests performed using four texts per author as training data was 66.3% and using 12 texts per author, the classification accuracy was 88.3%. These results show a clear upward trend in the classification accuracy as the size of the training data is increased. This is also seen in Figure 8 above in the form of the consistently lower rankings. This effect is consistent with the findings using the first authorship attribution technique of multiple discriminant analysis of function word frequencies. It should be noted that the classification accuracy of 88.3% was achieved using 12 texts per author as training data and the classification 
MULTIPLE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF FUNCTION WORD FREQUENCIES
Description of method
Overview
Adopting a stylometric approach, the problem of authorship attribution can be broken down into two distinct modules: extraction of style markers and a classification procedure. In this approach the frequency of occurrence of function words and sequences of function words were used as the style markers and for the classification procedure, multiple discriminant analysis was used.
Style marker extraction
Style markers can be generally grouped into three levels: the lexical level 4 , syntactic or grammatical level 5 , and the language level 2 . The most important approaches to authorship attribution are exclusively based on lexical measures that either represent the vocabulary richness of the author or simply comprise frequencies of occurrence of function (or context-free) words 3 . Function words, for example "the", "is" and "of", have little lexical meaning or ambiguous meaning. Their usage is generally context independent and they serve to express grammatical relationships with other words in a sentence. Function word frequencies have been shown to be a reliable discriminating factor to distinguish between authors 6, 7 . In addition to the aforementioned reasons, function word frequencies were chosen to use as the style markers due to their low computational cost relative to other markers, the ability to automate their extraction and the wide applicability of the technique as a result of their genre independent nature.
In the automated function word frequency extraction every text in the corpus is equally represented regardless of text length making the extracted function words reflective of the entire corpus rather than some subset. The frequency of occurrence of sequences of function words, which can be considered a marker from the phrase or grammatical level, was also examined but found to be less effective at distinguishing between authors.
Multiple discriminant analysis
Multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) generates discriminant functions from pre-classified training data that can then be used to predict the group membership of unseen cases. The discriminant functions are constructed with the aim of forcing the groups to be as statistically distinct as possible by maximizing the between group variance, while minimizing the within group variance. This can be performed as a stepwise procedure where the most correlated independent variable is selected first, the variance in the dependent variable is removed, and then the independent variable which most highly correlates with the remaining variance in the dependent is selected. This continues until the addition of a variable does not increase the R-squared by a specified statistically significant amount.
There are multiple methods of actually classifying cases. One of the simplest is by using the classification functions themselves. However, in the authorship attribution technique developed in this study, a slightly more complicated method of classification is used based on Mahalanobis distance-a measure of multivariate similarity based on correlations between variables. A group centroid is defined as the mean value for the discriminant function scores for that group. Squared Mahalanobis distance of a case with observed stylometric vector x from the group with mean stylometric vector x µ is defined by:
where C x is the covariance matrix of x. Upon calculating the Mahalanobis distance of a case to each group, the case is classified as belonging to the group for which its Mahalanobis distance is smallest.
Leave-one-out cross-validation
Cross-validation is particularly important in guarding against the two serious problems that often arise in data miningtesting hypotheses suggested by the data rather than hypotheses developed independently of the data and model overfitting to the data. In the context of authorship attribution, data (texts) are often scarce, making it difficult to perform normal cross-validation due to insufficient training and test examples. This can be overcome using leave-oneout (LOO) cross-validation-where each text is in turn left out of the training set while constructing a classification model which is used to classify the left out text. The classification accuracy is then simply calculated as the ratio of correctly classified texts to total number of texts. Such a form of cross-validation has the advantage that all the data can be used for training rather than having a sub-set held back. It provides an unbiased measure the accuracy with which additional texts would be correctly classified. Hence it can be used to detect model overfitting.
Baseline testing
English fictional literature text corpus
In order to establish a baseline and evaluate the effectiveness of this technique a large corpus of texts was obtained that does not suffer from the deficiencies of the New Testament such as limited text length, very limited size of training data set, disputed authorship, modifications to the original text, and disputed language of original texts. This allowed the effect of introducing the deficiencies to be examined in a controlled manner. Once these effects were understood the technique could be applied to imperfect corpuses, such as the New Testament, with considerations made for the imperfections.
The full corpus of texts in English was obtained from the Project Gutenberg archives th century). Hence genre, language of original texts and period of writing are kept constant removing the possibility of being able to discriminate between authors on these grounds, thus forcing the technique to discriminate between authors based on underlying style characteristics. Due to the long length of many of these books, only the first approximately 5,000 words from each book were used.
The corpus of English fictional texts was put through the style marker extraction process and then non-stepwise MDA. The number of function words used in the stylometric vector was chosen to be 65 initially, consistent with the findings of Stamatos et al. 5 that classification accuracy is maximized at approximately this number of function words. LOO cross-validation was performed resulting in a classification accuracy of 98.7%. In other words, each of the 156 texts in the corpus was in turn removed from the corpus, had a classification model constructed on the remaining 155 texts, then classified by the classification model and all but two texts were correctly classified. As a baseline, this classification accuracy from cross-validation is significantly higher than the range of classification accuracies reported by the majority of previous studies into authorship attribution including those using lexical style markers. This is perhaps at least partly due to experimentally very favourable text corpus of a relatively large number of relatively long texts.
The effects of the number of style markers and model overfitting
The number of style markers able to be extracted is virtually unlimited, but the number used in the classification procedure, particularly non-stepwise multiple discriminant analysis, is an important factor in determining classification accuracy. One cause of overfitting a classification model, causing a false model that performs poorly when classifying new cases, is having too many discriminating variables relative to the number of cases.
Both stepwise and non-stepwise MDA were applied to varying numbers of function words for training data sizes of 26 texts per author (the entire English fictional text corpus) and ten texts per author (an intentionally small random sample from the corpus). The plots of the resulting classification accuracies are shown in Figures 3a and 3b .
In both plots classification accuracy initially increases as the number of function words used increases. Using stepwise MDA the accuracy achieves a plateau at close to 100% accuracy, whereas with non-stepwise MDA the accuracy peaks 
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Number of function words and begins to decrease at a certain point. This is explained by model overfitting caused by the increasing ratio of variables to the number of cases.
The reason stepwise MDA does not suffer from overfitting as non-stepwise MDA does is that it only adds variables to the classification model if they make a statistically significant contribution to minimising the specified measure of error (such as inter-group Mahalanobis distance from the group centroid) or maximising intra-group variability. Stepwise MDA will stop adding variables to the classification model after a critical point defined by the level of statistical significance is reached, thus preventing overfitting. These findings of model overfitting are consistent with those of Stamatos et al. 5 who concluded classification accuracy is maximized at 60 function words (in their study, an accuracy of 77%). However, by presenting the two different tests differing only by the amounts of training data used, it can be seen that it is not the number of variables used alone that affects accuracy, but rather the ratio of variables to training cases. The second plot, having used less training data, shows far more serious overfitting effects that begin to take place at smaller numbers of function words. It was found that the point at which overfitting becomes serious in non-stepwise MDA occurs at an independent variable to cases per author ratio of approximately four. In other words, when using non-stepwise MDA classification accuracy is maximised using four times more function words than the number of texts per author in the training data.
The effect of the training set size and text length
Of critical importance in determining the applicability of techniques developed for authorship attribution to real problems is the size of the training set and the text length as these are often limited in practice. Of particular interest is the question of what is the minimum number of texts required as samples of an author's work and the minimum length of these texts for authorship attribution to achieve acceptable levels of classification accuracy.
In the first test all experimental variables were held constant except for the number of texts per author (the training data set size) which was varied by taking random samples of different numbers of texts by each author. In the second test all experimental variables were held constant except for the length of the texts. The results are shown in Figures 4a and 4b .
In the first test (Figure 4a ), two measures of classification accuracy were obtained. Firstly the selected cases were themselves used to obtain a measure of the LOO cross-validation classification accuracy (solid line). Secondly, the unselected cases were classified using the classification model constructed using the selected cases (dashed line). The Text length (words) most reliable and stable measures of cross-validation accuracy are obtained when maximising the number of cases being classified. When using less than half of the texts in the corpus for training the classification model (less than 13 texts per author) the unselected text cross-validation measure is the best measure of accuracy and when using more than half of the texts in the corpus for training the classification model (greater than 13 texts per author) the selected text LOO cross-validation measure is the best measure of accuracy. By this argument, the best measure of classification accuracy is shown on the plots as the highlighted portion of the line. The plots show that classification accuracy is generally increasing in a nonlinear manner as the size of the training set increases until a plateau at of accuracy within the range 95-100%. The point of this plateau is at approximately 16 texts per author of classification model training data. These finding are consistent with those of Stamatos et al. 5 who concluded that in general, classification accuracy is improved by increasing the amount of training. Similarly, their findings show a plateau in accuracy at approximately 16 texts per author. Where these results differ from their findings is that they found lexically based approaches to be quite unstable in the way accuracy changes with changing training data size whereas this approach displays considerably more stability, in particular, by avoiding the significant reversals in the upward accuracy trend as training data size is increased. In addition, the technique developed here exhibits higher classification accuracy for all sizes of training data than reported by Stamatos et al.
.
The second test (Figure 4b) shows that the classification accuracy increases at a decreasing rate as the text lengths are increased. The horizontal axis does not start at zero leading to an interesting, less obvious, result. Even with as few as 250 words per text, classification accuracy of close to 60% is achieved. By chance alone, with six authors in the corpus, an unbiased classification procedure should get one in six classifications right, that is, a classification accuracy of ≈16.7%. Hence classification accuracy of 60% is an improvement on chance of 43% with as few as 250 words per text. These results also suggest that to achieve a high classification accuracy of around 90% with six potential authors and having access to 26 texts per author, text length of approximately 2,000 to 3,000 words is required. * identified 11 (in addition to The Letter to the Hebrews) as being of disputed or unknown authorship and eliminated from the corpus of training data. Two of the remaining books, Philemon and Jude, were also eliminated from the corpus due to their short length. Of the remaining 13 books, the ones of length greater than 6,000 words were split into shorter texts of approximately 3,000 words each in order to increase the size of the training set at the trade-off of text length. This was done in order to maximise overall classification accuracy due to an increase in accuracy from the increased number of texts in the training data exceeding the decrease in accuracy from the shortened average text length.
This corpus of texts was put through the style marker extraction process and then stepwise MDA. The plot below shows the scores of the 37 texts and Hebrews in the first two discriminant functions. The plot only shows the first two of four discriminant functions-only part of the classification model. Further discrimination ability that separates groups is contained in the other two dimensions not seen in the plot. Also, such plots make texts of unknown authorship appear further from the centroids of potential authors than they would be if it were known that they belong to that particular group. This occurs because texts of known authorship have a bearing on the position of their group's centroid when constructing the classification model whereas texts of unknown authorship have no effect on the centroids.
In the plot the groups (authors) form clearly identifiable clusters. This is also reflected by the 100% LOO crossvalidation classification accuracy and indicates a robust, accurate classification model. Using this model the Mahalanobis distances to centroids suggest Hebrews is most similar in authorial style to the texts attributed to Paul. However, the distance of Hebrews to Paul's centroid compared to the distance of Paul's texts to Paul's centroid suggests a significant amount of dissimilarity between Paul's texts and Hebrews motivating the search for other potential authors. Barnabas is one such potential author. The availability of an English translation of a text written by Barnabas as well as the ability to examine the effect of translation on style characteristics motivate the use of the King James Version of the New Testament for further analysis..
King James Version
At least one previous study has found that an author's style characteristics, particularly function word usage, are still present in translated texts 10 . It has been suggested by many scholars based on qualitative evidence that Barnabas (who is traditionally not attributed to the authorship of any of the books of the New Testament) wrote Hebrews. However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, this has never been quantitatively examined through the use of stylometric techniques. A text attributed to Barnabas, The Epistle of Barnabas, sourced as online electronic texts 11 was added to this corpus of texts. The same texts were eliminated from this corpus as were from the Koine Greek corpus. Again, the long texts were split to increase the size of the text corpus thus increasing overall classification accuracy.
In other words if the distance of Hebrews to a group centroid is less than or close to mean distance of the texts in that group to their centroid, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and no conclusion can be made other than Hebrews may have been written by that author. If however, the distance of Hebrews to a group's centroid is extremely large relative to the group's mean distance having taken into consideration the standard deviation of the distances then the null hypothesis is rejected and the conclusion made that Hebrews was not written by that author at a level of statistical significance. This level of statistical significance depends on how extreme the distance of Hebrews to the centroid is. The further Hebrews is from the group's centroid relative to the texts in that group, the higher the confidence that Hebrews does not belong to that group.
The result of the hypothesis testing was that the null hypothesis, H o , was rejected at a statistical significance level of 1% for the authors Paul, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. The p-value, indicating the probability of observing a distance at least as extreme as the distance of Hebrews given that H o is true, was as low as in the case of John and the highest p-value was for Paul at 0.8%. The conclusion is made that there is very strong statistical evidence (greater than 99% confidence level) that Hebrews was not written by Paul, Matthew, Mark, Luke or John.
In the case of the author Barnabas, Hebrews was actually closer to the centroid of Barnabas than the mean of Barnabas's texts themselves. It is not possible for the distance of Hebrews to Barnabas's centroid to be systematically lower than Barnabas's mean distance (this can only happen by chance). Hence, without even having to perform the t-test on this distance, the null hypothesis, H o , is unable to be rejected in the case of Barnabas. As a matter of interest, the p-value for this test is approximately 70% indicating that the observation is in fact not unlikely or extreme at all. The conclusion is made that Hebrews may have been written by Barnabas, who is the most likely of all authors examined to have written Hebrews (followed by Paul as distant runner-up).
CONCLUSIONS
Both of the first two authorship attribution techniques, multiple discriminant analysis of function word frequencies and the trigram Markov method, demonstrated the ability to correctly classify texts by author given a training set. Hence both techniques could be used to provide statistical evidence in authorship attribution problems. The third technique based on word recurrence intervals, although it may have some use if further developed, generated results too inconsistent for it to provide meaningful evidence in its current form.
The technique of multiple discriminant analysis of function word frequencies gave a best classification accuracy of 100% on the corpus of 156 fictional English texts. Classification accuracy very close to 100% was able to be consistently maintained even with changes to the training corpus, the number of stylometric markers used and the text length within limits. The trigram Markov method gave a best classification accuracy of 88.3% on the same English fictional text corpus as used in the first technique. This was achieved using 12 texts per author as training data. The accuracy is expected to increase with a larger sized set of training data, however, even a classification accuracy of 88.3% is good relative to accuracies reported by other studies.
The following conclusions can be made about statistical authorship attribution in general.
i) Classification accuracy increases as the number of stylometric markers (capable of characterising authorship) increases to a certain point after which model overfitting begins to reduce classification accuracy. ii)
Single function word frequencies are more capable of characterising authorial style than frequencies of sequences of function words. iii)
Classification accuracy generally increases as the size of the training data set is increased. iv)
Classification accuracy generally increases as the number of potential authors of a text of unknown authorship is decreased. v)
Classification accuracy generally increases as the average length of texts being used is increased.
The following conclusions can be made about who wrote The Letter to the Hebrews: i) It is extremely unlikely that that Hebrews was written by Paul, Matthew, Mark, Luke or John. Statistically speaking, one can have greater than 99.1% confidence that Hebrews was not written by any of the five authors just mentioned.
